2nd Monday of the month

**January 13**
*The Body in the Library*
by Agatha Christie
When Colonel and Mrs. Bantry find the corpse of a beautiful girl in their library, they rely upon their good friend Miss Marple to solve the crime.

**February 10**
*Garden Spells*
by Sarah Addison Allen
A successful caterer in Bascomb, NC, Claire has remained tied to the long and magical legacy of the Waverly family, until her peaceful life is transformed by Tyler Hughes, a new next-door neighbor, and by the return of her prodigal sister, Sydney, who has arrived with her five-year-old daughter, Bay.

**March 9**
*Rules of Civility*
by Amor Towles
A chance encounter with a handsome banker in a Greenwich Village jazz bar on New Year’s Eve 1938 catapults witty Wall Street secretary Katey Kontent into the upper echelons of New York society.

**April 13**
*A Woman is No Man*
by Etaf Rum
Three generations of Palestinian-American women in contemporary Brooklyn are torn by individual desire, educational ambitions, a devastating tragedy and the strict mores of traditional Arab culture.

**May 11**
*Glory Road*
by Lauren K. Denton
AUTHOR VISIT Jessie McBride has a stable life: a garden shop, keeping up with her teenage daughter & spunky mother, but two new men in her life make her question her...
You are invited to book club!
The IPL book club meets January to October on the 2nd Monday of the month at 2pm. Books are voted on by book club attendees. Newcomers welcome.